CODE_n is looking for the big data avant-garde
International startup competition brings “big data” to life at
CeBIT 2014
Stuttgart, July 31, 2013 – CODE_n is getting big! The next round of the global
innovation competition is setting its sights on business models that tackle
intelligent and efficient use of large data volumes. With this year’s slogan,
“Driving the Data Revolution”, the CODE_n Contest is calling young
companies from around the world to apply by October 31, 2013. The top 50
applicants will be invited to present their big data solutions at CeBIT 2014. A
separate hall at the trade show – decorated to create a spectacular themed
setting – is where CODE_n will showcase the most exciting new business
models for IT-based areas in fields such as financial services, health care,
telecommunications, automotive engineering and energy production. The
startups from these topic areas will be supported and promoted by
innovative leaders from each area. The winner of the CODE_n14 Award will
walk away with prize money totaling €30,000.
“Anyone suggesting big data is just hype couldn’t be more mistaken,” explains
Ulrich Dietz, CEO of the GFT Group and initiator of CODE_n. “It is a global
issue for the future, which is sure to take the intelligent use of data, and thus
our use of IT, to a whole new level.”
A myriad of business opportunities are opening up along the complete value
chain for “data business” – this includes the recording and processing of huge
data volumes as well as the analysis of this data as is done in market
research, simulations or in product development. “Sectors such as the
automobile industry or the energy sector are witnessing completely new
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prospects for the use of IT,” explains Dietz. “Financial services providers are
raising the bar for their consulting services by considering up-to-the-minute
data in real time. Even the medical industry is discovering new application
options in things like diagnostics and therapy.”
Feeling the winds of change at CeBIT
Recent studies show that many companies still aren’t sure what to make of
big data technologies – this often boils down to a lack of convincing examples
of their use. This is exactly where CODE_n aims to cast a spotlight. “Large
technology and infrastructure providers are moving the topic forward, but
they often lose sight of the user’s perspective,” says Dietz. “Companies like
the ones we hope to find through CODE_n come from the other side of the
equation. In developing their business models, they are addressing niche
areas. They make the added value brought on by big data tangible. They are
driving the data revolution from the bottom up.”
The stage for the 50 most promising contestants will once again be set at
CeBIT in Hanover. At this leading international IT exhibition and conference
for the digital economy, the finalists will showcase their ideas across more
than 4,000 square meters of hall space, in a setting created by international
designers. Oliver Frese, the Managing Board member at Deutsche Messe
responsible for CeBIT, welcomes another year of collaboration: “CODE_n
has brought many innovative business models to CeBIT over the last two
years, spreading the spirit of Silicon Valley a little bit closer to home. We
would like to take this further in 2014. With the topic of ‘big data’, CODE_n is
keeping its finger on the pulse of business, and visitors to CeBIT can be sure
they are in for exciting themes in Hall 16.”
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EY, formerly known as Ernst & Young, is participating in CODE_n as a Global
Partner. “Like CODE_n, we want to decisively move things forward. With its
promotion of applied product and service innovations, CODE n offers an
ideal opportunity to do so,” explains Mark Smith, Member of the Management
Board of EY. “Over the last two years, CODE_n has proven to be one of the
most exciting platforms for the early discovery of innovative solutions from
the next generation of startups – and it’s the best vehicle for supporting
these young companies by presenting them to the public and prospective
investors. Participating in CODE_n is highly recommendable for companies
that are just starting out.”
Register now
Young businesses whose business models are based on big data technologies
can register now at the CODE_n website (www.code-n.org). If the jury agrees
that your business solution has the potential to set new benchmarks in the
handling of large data volumes, you could gain coveted access to the
CODE_n Community.
About CODE_n:
CODE_n is an international initiative for digital pioneers, innovators and groundbreaking
startups. Initiated in 2011 by the GFT Group, the goal of this network is to support outstanding
business talents and their exceptional business ideas, provide them with a platform for dialog,
and therefore stimulate and accelerate innovation in the field. CODE_n stands for “Code of
the New“, the DNA of innovation. Global partners are EY and CeBIT.
This year, CODE_n will bestow the third annual CODE_n Award under the motto: “Driving the
Data Revolution”. The contest is looking for business models devoted to the intelligent and
efficient handling of large data volumes. For more information, please visit: www.code-n.org.
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About the GFT Group:
The GFT Group is a global technology partner for future digital issues – covering everything
from discovering innovation to developing and implementing sustainable business models.
Within the GFT Group, GFT stands for competent consulting and reliable development,
implementation and maintenance of customized IT solutions. The company is one of the
world’s leading IT solutions providers in the banking sector.
emagine offers companies the opportunity to staff their strategic technology projects both
quickly and flexibly with capable experts. To achieve this, emagine has an international
network of highly qualified IT and engineering specialists at its disposal.
CODE_n is the international innovation platform developed by the GFT Group. It networks
promising startups from around the world with established companies. It’s where ideas
become business.
Headquartered in Germany, the GFT Group has stood for technological expertise, innovative
strength and outstanding quality for over 25 years. Founded in 1987, the GFT Group is expected
to achieve revenues of around €260 million in 2013. With a global team spanning 2,000
employees, the company is represented in eight countries by its 32 local offices. The GFT
Group is listed on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Prime Standard).
Contact:
GFT Technologies AG
Felix Jansen
Filderhauptstraße 142, 70599 Stuttgart
T +49 711 62042-115
presse@gft.com
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